
	  
	  

Work progress and achievements during the period – WP Leaders Only 
 
Please provide a concise overview of the progress of the work in line with the structure of Annex I 
of the JU Grant Agreement.  
For each work package  except project management, please provide the following information:  
 

WP 6- Leader HAI 

Period: 1 September 2011- 31 August 2012 

1 

A summary  progress towards objectives, supported by measurable indicators  and details 
for each task and each partner 
The workpackage has not started, though partners are discussing the «core nSHIELD 
platform» with respect to requirements and use cases 

2 

Highlight clearly significant and tangible results 
The discussions in the first year focussed on how to turn «measurable security» into a 
platform, and how to define the core of the platform and the interfaces towards application 
specific extensions. 

3 
If applicable, explain the reasons for deviations from Annex I and their impact on other 
tasks as well as on available resources and planning 
No deviations 

4 

If applicable, explain the reasons for failing to achieve critical objectives and/or not being 
on schedule and explain the impact on other tasks as well as on available resources and 
planning (the explanations should be coherent with the declaration by the project 
coordinator) 
Not applicable yet 

5 

a statement on the use of resources, in particular highlighting and explaining deviations 
between actual and planned  person-months per work package and per beneficiary in 
Annex 1 (Description of Work) 
Not applicable yet 

6 

a statement on the information flow between the Project and other related Project(s) part-
financed under the ARTEMIS JU, the Community Frame Work Programme, and/or 
National Research Programmes) 
The partners of WP6 are actively contributing to the discussion of the nSHIELD 
technology developments  

7 

a statement on the dissemination activities and exploitation perspectives including an 
updated positioning with respect to the competitive situation in the field addressed by the 
Project and to other Projects (inside and outside ARTEMIS JU) 
The main focus is to identify functionality of the core platform, and how the nSHIELD 
architecture can be used to address requirements of use cases.  

8 If applicable, propose corrective actions 
Not applicable 

 
 


